The new generation of 3M™ Protecta® Full-Body Harnesses

Now you can get comfort, convenience, upgraded features and a sleek, modern look—all at an entry-level price.

**Comfort Construction-Style**  
(1161205)

*Upgraded features:*  
- Modern New Look  
- Comfort Back Pad with U-shaped Neck  
- Impact Indicators  
- Protected Labels

Previous Generation  
(1191433)

**Standard Construction-Style**  
(1161309)

*Upgraded features:*  
- Modern New Look  
- Fixed Back D-ring  
- Shoulder Pads  
- Softer and More Robust Hip Pad  
- Durable and Sturdy Belt  
- Auto-resetting Lanyard Keepers  
- Impact Indicators  
- Protected Labels

Previous Generation  
(1191209)

Achieve safety without compromise at 3M.com/ProtectaHarnesses
The new generation of 3M™ Protecta® Full-Body Harnesses

The new generation of 3M™ Protecta® Full-Body Harnesses offers improved features over the previous generation, ensuring safety without compromise. Here are the upgrades:

**Comfort Vest-Style (1161418)**
- Modern New Look
- Fixed Back D-ring
- Back Pad with U-shaped Neck
- Auto-resetting Lanyard Keepers
- Impact Indicators
- Protected Labels

**Standard Vest-Style (1161542)**
- Modern New Look
- Fixed Back D-ring
- Back Pad with U-shaped Neck
- Auto-resetting Lanyard Keepers
- Impact Indicators
- Protected Labels

Visit 3M.com/ProtectaHarnesses to achieve safety without compromise.